Our company has been established in 1989 as one of Al-Qabas group and as a result of successful steps and progressing of the mother company (Al-Qabas Contracting Co.) with the need to build up sound relations with the manufacturing companies and suppliers of the equipments, which are used in its projects. Its long run target is to supply the other companies, ministries, different official and private sectors.
Trading Agencies Company Ltd.

- Steel pipes and fittings.
- Ductile Iron Pipes and fittings.
- Plastic pipes and fittings.
- Pumps for different uses.
- Control systems.
- Communication systems.
- Complete water and waste water treatment equipment.
- Chemicals for oil, gas & water.
- Water compact units.
- Electrical cables, diesel generators and transformers.
Our good reputation comes from our previous works and our efficient relations with the international firms. These firms have been selected carefully based on their activity in supplying, high quality materials and equipment, with terms of trade in the commercial process.
URANUS through the past few years has signed many contracts with different ministries and their companies. We are quite serious to develop our company and its performance in very near future with many international suppliers and manufacturers, engineering and contracting companies, to adopt a sort of agreement as to be their partners. Our keen desire to activate the Iraqi economy and to connect the companies with the end users to satisfy their benefits and tasks.
Contacts

IRAQ – Baghdad
Baghdad – Al-Mansour, 14 Rammadhan St.
Building No. 4, M. 609, Z. 22,
Tel: +964 1 5420954
Fax: +964 1 5412779
Mobile: 00964 7901906291
P.O. Box: 15033
Website: www.alqabasgroup.com
Email: uranus@alqabasgroup.com
         qabascon@alqabasgroup.com

IRAQ – Basra
Basra – Manawe Basha..
Building No. 16
Mobile: 00964 7808461212
Email: qabasbasrah@yahoo.com

JORDAN
Amman, Wasfi Al-Tal St. (Al-Gardens),
Pc Plaza Building No. 84,
Tel: +962 6 5688890
Fax: +962 6 5688892
Mobile: 00962 796754887
P.O. Box: 4265 Amman – 11953
Email: uranusjor@yahoo.com

IRAQ – Erbil
Erbil, St. 100,
Building No. 165-3-22,
Tel: +964 6 62561392
Email: qabas_erbil@yahoo.com